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We present a calculation of a fourth-order, time-dependent density correlation function that measures higher-

order spatiotemporal correlations of the density of a liquid. From molecular dynamics simulations of a glass-

forming Lennard-Jones liquid, we find that the characteristic length scale of this function has a maximum as a

function of time which increases steadily beyond the characteristic length of the static pair correlation function

g(r) in the temperature range approaching the mode coupling temperature from above. This length scale

provides a measure of the spatially heterogeneous nature of the dynamics of the liquid in the alpha-relaxation

regime.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.66.030101 PACS number~s!: 64.70.Pf, 61.20.Lc

Relaxation in liquids near their glass transition involves

the correlated motion of groups of neighboring particles

@1–3#. This correlated motion results in spatially heteroge-

neous dynamics, which becomes increasingly heterogeneous
as the liquid is cooled. Much remains to be understood re-
garding the nature of this heterogeneity, and how to best
measure and quantify it. The traditional two-point, time-
dependent, van Hove density correlation function G(r ,t),
provides information about the transient ‘‘caging’’ of par-
ticles upon cooling @4#, but does not provide local informa-
tion about correlated motion and dynamical heterogeneity. In
particular, the static correlation length associated with two-
point density fluctuations remains relatively constant upon
cooling @5,6#. Instead, other correlation functions, which in-
volve, e.g., spatial correlations of the displacements of par-
ticles in the liquid, and other measures of correlated motion,
have been used to demonstrate the heterogeneous nature of
the liquid dynamics in molecular dynamics ~MD! simula-
tions @7,8#. These ‘‘measures’’ are readily accessible in col-
loidal suspensions, where microscopy provides detailed in-
formation on particle trajectories similar to the information
obtained from MD simulations. Indeed, such experiments
have confirmed simulation predictions of increasingly het-
erogeneous dynamics near the glass transition @9#.

In this paper, we evaluate a fourth-order, time-dependent
density correlation function g4(r ,t) that is more sensitive to
spatially heterogeneous dynamics than G(r ,t). This four-
point function was first investigated in supercooled liquids
by Dasgupta et al. @10#, but they did not detect a growing
correlation length in their simulations. Recently, it was
shown @11,12# that it is possible to define a generalized,
time-dependent susceptibility x4(t) which ~i! is proportional
to the volume integral of g4(r ,t) in the same way that the
isothermal compressibility is related to the volume integral
of the static pair correlation function @13#, ~ii! is nonzero in
the caging regime, and ~iii! increases with decreasing T.

While this indirectly suggests the presence of a growing cor-
relation length, neither g4(r ,t) nor its range j4(t) was cal-
culated in those works. Here we calculate g4(r ,t) in a simu-
lation of 8000 Lennard-Jones ~LJ! particles, and show that
j4(t) grows slowly but steadily beyond the correlation
length j of the static pair correlation function g(r) as tem-
perature T is decreased from the onset of caging towards the
mode coupling temperature TMCT @4#.

We first briefly review the general theoretical framework,
some of which was previously discussed in Refs. @11,12,14#,
and extend it to obtain a form for g4(r ,t) suitable for calcu-
lation in our simulations. Consider a liquid of N particles
occupying a volume V, with density r(r,t)5( i51

N d„r
2ri(t)…. Extending an idea originally proposed for spin
glasses @15#, one may construct a time-dependent ‘‘order pa-
rameter’’ that compares the liquid configuration at two dif-
ferent times @11,12,14#,

Q~ t !5E dr1dr2r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !w~ ur12r2u!

5(
i51

N

(
j51

N

w~ uri~0 !2rj~ t !u!. ~1!

Here, ri in the second equality refers to the position of par-
ticle i, and w(uri2rju) is an ‘‘overlap’’ function which is
unity for uri2rju<a and zero otherwise, where the param-
eter a is associated with the typical vibrational amplitude of
the particles @11,12#. For the present work, we take a50.3
particle diameters as in Refs. @11,12#, since this value maxi-
mizes the effect studied here @16#. As defined, Q(t) is the
number of ‘‘overlapping’’ particles when configurations of
the system at t50 and at a later time t are compared; that is,
Q(t) counts the number of particles that either remain within
a distance a of their original position, or are replaced ~within
a distance a) by another particle in an interval t.

The fluctuations in Q(t) are described by a generalized
susceptibility

x4~ t !5

bV

N2
@^Q2~ t !&2^Q~ t !&2# , ~2!*Permanent address: Institute of Automation and Electrometry,
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where b51/kBT , kB is Boltzmann’s constant, and ^•••& in-
dicates an ensemble average as in Ref. @12#. Note that at very
early times, when Q(t)5N because no particle has yet
moved beyond a distance a, x4(t) is identical to the isother-
mal compressibility kT @17#. Substituting Eq. ~1! into Eq.
~2!, we obtain

x4~ t !5

bV

N2
E dr1dr2dr3dr4G4~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t !, ~3!

where

G4~r1 ,r2 ,r3 ,r4 ,t !5^r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !w~ ur12r2u!

3r~r3,0!r~r4 ,t !w~ ur32r4u!&

2^r~r1,0!r~r2 ,t !w~ ur12r2u!&

3^r~r3,0!r~r4 ,t !w~ ur32r4u!& . ~4!

As written, G4 is a function of four spatial and two tem-
poral coordinates, constrained in a particular way by the
overlap functions. To investigate the behavior of G4, we
consider a function g4(r ,t) such that x4(t)5b*drg4(r ,t).
We integrate first over r2 and r4 in Eq. ~3!, define r[r3

2r1, and then integrate over r3 to obtain

g4~r ,t !5K 1

Nr (
i jkl

d„r2rk~0 !1ri~0 !…w„uri~0 !2rj~ t !u…

3w„urk~0 !2rl~ t !u…L 2 K Q~ t !

N
L 2

. ~5!

We investigate the behavior of g4(r ,t), which is the angular
averaged function of a single variable r. With the above
choice of integration variables, g4(r ,t) describes spatial cor-
relations between overlapping particles at the initial time ~us-
ing information at time t to label the overlapping particles!.
The first term in g4(r ,t) is a pair correlation function re-

stricted to the subset of overlapping particles, g4
ol(r ,t). The

second term represents the ‘‘bulk’’ probability of any two
particles overlapping. We can rewrite g4(r ,t) as

g4~r ,t !5g4
ol~r ,t !2 K Q~ t !

N
L 2

5 K Q~ t !

N
L 2F g4

ol~r ,t !

K Q~ t !

N
L 2 21G

[ K Q~ t !

N
L 2

g4
*~r ,t !. ~6!

Since ^Q(t)/N& is a function of time only, information about

spatial correlations is contained in g4
*(r ,t), which we inves-

tigate in the rest of the paper. In comparing g4(r ,t) with
other correlation functions used to study glass-forming liq-
uids, we note that neutron scattering studies, such as those by
Colmenero and Richter and co-workers on polymer systems
@18#, measure at most two-point spatiotemporal density cor-
relation functions. 4-D NMR methods used to probe dynami-

cal heterogeneity measure multiple time correlation func-

tions @19#. In contrast to those, g4(r ,t) contains additional,

higher order spatiotemporal information.

To evaluate g4
*(r ,t), we perform MD simulations of a

model LJ glass-forming liquid. The system is a three-

dimensional ~50:50! binary mixture of 8000 particles inter-

acting via LJ interaction parameters @12,20#. We simulate

eight state points in the microcanonical ensemble at fixed

density r51.29, in a temperature range 0.5922.0; we esti-

mate TMCT50.5760.02 and the Vogel-Fulcher temperature

T050.4860.02. The error bars are confidence intervals ob-

tained as a result of fitting ta(T) to a power law and expo-

nential form, respectively. The onset of caging and non-

exponential relaxation of the intermediate scattering function

occur at Tcage'1.0. Our simulations thus span a range that

includes the onset of caging and the initial slowing down of

the liquid approaching TMCT . The isochore along which the

simulations are performed was chosen to reproduce simula-

tions of a smaller system size performed earlier, which

showed ~i! that this model exhibits spatially heterogeneous

dynamics @12#, and ~ii! that transitions between inherent

structures close to TMCT occur through the collective, quasi-

one-dimensional motion of strings of particles @21#. All data

evaluated in the present work are in thermodynamic equilib-

rium above the glass transition temperature.

We plot g4
*(r ,t) for several t at our second coldest tem-

perature T50.60 in Figs. 1~a! and 1~b!. The positions of

the peaks in g4
*(r ,t) are identical to the positions of the

peaks in g(r) ~not shown!. We confirm that g4
*(r ,t)5g(r)

21 in the ballistic and diffusive regime. Note that in the

diffusive regime g4
ol(r ,t) is the pair correlation function of

the random overlaps normalized by ^Q(t)/N&2 to yield g(r).

We plot x4(t) and ^Q(t)/N& at T50.60 in Fig. 1~c!; as

found in Refs. @11,12#, x4(t) has a maximum at an interme-

diate time t4
* . References @11,12# showed that this maximum

increases and shifts to longer time as T decreases toward

TMCT , and we further find that t4
* is in the a-relaxation

regime at each T. g4
*(r ,t) deviates from g(r)21 when

^Q(t)/N& deviates from unity and x4(t) becomes nonzero

@22#. The amplitude and range of g4
*(r ,t) increase with in-

creasing t until a time t4
* . At t4

* , g4
*(r ,t4

*) @indicated by the

solid curve in Figs. 1~a!,1~b!# exhibits a long tail which de-
creases slowly to zero with increasing distance. For t greater

than t4
* , the amplitude and range of g4

*(r ,t) decrease, and

g4
*(r ,t)5g(r)21 when x4(t) decays to zero ~not shown!.

The positions of the peaks in g4
*(r ,t) do not appear to

change with decreasing T.

Figure 2 shows the T dependence of g4
*(r ,t) at the peak

characteristic time t4
* when the correlations at each T are

most pronounced, as measured by x4(t). The inset of Fig. 2

shows the ‘‘four-point’’ structure factor S4
*(q ,t4

*)

5r*drg4
*(r ,t4

*)sin(qr)/qr, and static structure factor S(q)

215r*dr@g(r)21#sin(qr)/qr. We find that while S(q)

shows no change at small q, S4(q ,t4
*) develops a peak at

small q that grows with decreasing T, indicating a growing
range of correlations.
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Figure 3 provides a closeup of the behavior of g4
*(r ,t4

*)

for 1.7,r,7, for several values of T. To extract a value for

j4(t), we fit peaks of g4
*(r ,t) in the range shown to the

exponential function y(r)5a*exp@2r/j4(t)#. We refer to this

method as an ‘‘envelope fit.’’ The time dependence of j4(t)

obtained from this fit is plotted for several state points in Fig.

4. We see that the qualitative behavior of j4(t) is similar to

that of x4(t): j4(t) has a maximum in time, and as T de-

creases, the amplitude and time of this maximum increase.

The length scale j4(t) characterizes the typical distance

over which ‘‘overlapping’’ particles are spatially correlated,

and includes contributions from the static two-point density

correlations. At temperatures above the onset of caging,

where the dynamics is everywhere homogeneous, j4(t4
*) and

j coincide. Below the onset of caging, j4(t4
*) begins to grow

larger than j; over the limited T range of our simulations, we

find that j4(t) increases from 0.860.1 particle diameters

above Tcage to 1.560.1 particle diameters within 5% of

FIG. 1. Time dependence of g4
*(r ,t) at T50.60, showing ~a!

the amplitude and range of g4
*(r ,t) growing in time and ~b! the

amplitude and range of g4
*(r ,t) decaying in time. We multiply

g4
*(r ,t) with 4pr2 to better reveal its long decaying tail. The frac-

tion ^Q(t)/N& indicates the average fraction of overlapping par-

ticles present at time t. ~c! Time dependence of x4(t) and ^Q(t)/N&
at T50.60. The long time value of ^Q(t)/N&5rVa ~solid line!,

where Va54pa3/3 corresponds to the probability of finding a ran-

dom overlapping particle. The error bars in Q(t) and x4(t) are

calculated by averaging over 100 successive independent blocks,

and are representative of the error in all points.

FIG. 2. Temperature dependence of g4
*(r ,t) at six values of T,

indicated in the legend. Insets show the structure factor S4
*(q ,t4

*)

and static structure factor S(q) for the same values of T. We note

that g4
*(r ,t) is analogous to g(r)21, and S4

*(q ,t) is analogous to

S(q)21.

FIG. 3. Semilogarithmic plot of g4
*(r ,t4

*) in the range 1.7,r

,7 at four values of T. The solid lines are the exponential curves

obtained from an ‘‘envelope fit.’’

FIG. 4. Time and T dependence of j4(t). The inset shows

j4(t4
*) vs T. The data shown are smoothed by performing a running

average over successive groups of five points.
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TMCT ~Fig. 4 inset!. In contrast, we find that j , which is

coincident with j4(t) at short times when ^Q(t)/N&51,

changes less, from 0.860.1 to 1.160.1 particle diameters.

Thus, over the T range studied, the characteristic distance

over which particle motion is most correlated grows to

exceed the static correlation length. While we cannot

reliably predict the behavior of j4(t4
*) at lower T, we find

no tendency for slowing down of its growth, unlike the
low-T behavior of j which is known to remain finite and

small. The behavior of j4(t4
*) below TMCT, if extrapolated to

lower T, appears consistent with measured length scales of
dynamical heterogeneity of several nanometers close to Tg

@1,2#.

The relatively small but growing correlation length calcu-
lated here from the four-point spatiotemporal density corre-
lation function should be contrasted with that characterizing
the size of highly mobile regions within the fluid @7#. That
length was shown to grow much more rapidly on cooling,
approaching the size of the simulation box close to TMCT .
Interestingly, whereas the correlation length of highly mobile
regions was found to be largest on a time scale in the
b-relaxation regime, the length calculated in the present pa-
per is largest in the a regime. We note that g4(r ,t) is domi-
nated by ‘‘caged’’ particles, and thus j4(t) may be related to
length scales calculated in Ref. @23#. The relationship of the
different length scales characterizing dynamical heterogene-
ity will be explored in a subsequent publication.
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